Morphological diversity in persimmon fruits (Diospyros kaki)assessed with
UPOV descriptors and Tomato Analyzer software
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INTRODUCTION
CANSO and the IVIA started a breeding program aimed to increase the available number of commercial varieties adapted to the climatological conditions of the Mediterranean basin, since 96% of the persimmon production
in Valencia belongs to the Rojo Brillante variety.
First step to design a breeding program is the study of the available plant material and the relationships among them. Although molecular markers are of great utility for studying the relationships among persimmon varieties
(Naval et al., 2010), morphological characterization is essential to define the characteristics of the accessions for their protection and registration (Spataro and Negri, 2013; Hurtado et al. 2014). In this respect, persimmon
characterization has usually been performed with conventional highly heritable morphological descriptors based on seedling, plant, inflorescence, flower, fruit, and agronomic traits (UPOV2011).
These descriptors are very useful for description of varieties but have some limitations, especially when characteristics used for establishing cultivar groups correspond to subtle differences in fruit morphology (Scott 2010).
In these cases, conventional descriptors may need to be complemented with more precise characterization tools, as Tomato Analyzer software. This new phenomic tool provides multiple morphology data from scanned
images.

MARTERIAL & METHODS
Fruits from a total of 22 persimmon varieties were used for the present study (Table 1). Studied varieties belong to the IVIA’s Persimmon Germplasm Bank.
For each variety, 10 fruits were harvested at commercial ripening stage. Fruits were weighted, and fruit height and diameter were manually measured with a caliber. Subsequently, fruits were assessed,
firstly, according to the International Union for Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) persimmon guideline (UPOV, 2004). Afterwards, five fruits were cut longitudinally and other 5 were cut
transversely, were photographed and subjected to image analysis with Tomato Analyzer v.4 software (Rodríguez et al., 2010). Number of measured parameters in each method is summarized in Table
2.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to analyse the data set. Analysis was carried out using Statgraphics Plus 5.1 (Statistical Graphics Corp., Rockville, MO, USA).
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Phenotypic characterization, fundamental in genotypic variation analyzes, it's also considered primordial in
the achieving of breeding program’s objectives. Therefore, it is important to recognize and address the
deficiencies in collecting and analyzing the phenotypic information, that nowadays is the most important
bottleneck due to its automation and precision requirements for data collecting (Marefatzadeh-Khameneh et
al., 2021, Furbanck and Tester 2011; Cobb et al. 2013). In this way, digital image analysis could be a precise
analysis tool, as it allows collect fine data of plants or fruits morphological traits (Spalding and Miller 2013),
without the subjective interaction of the observer.
Morphological data were used to apply a PCA. Variation explanation, into the two major principal
components, were a 45.38% for UPOV+TA’s PCA, a 50.53% for UPOV’s PCA and a 61.84% for TA’s PCA.
The first and second components of the PCA performed with UPOV’s descriptors accounted positively to
“Fruit diameter” and “Longitudinal grooving”, respectively. In contrast, “Calix size compared with fruit
diameter” and “Calix attachment” accounted negatively for first and second components respectively.
According the TA’s PCA, first and second components were correlated positively to “Distal angle macro” and
“Fruit weight” traits and negatively to “Fruit shape index external II” and “Distal angle macro” ones. Principal
components 1 and 2 explain the 38.02 and 23.82% of the variation respectively.

Figure 2. PCA’s biplots. Top: Left: analysis performed with Commons and UPOV descriptors’ data; Right: analysis performed with
Commons and Tomato Analyzer’s data. Bottom: Analysis performed with Commons, UPOV descriptors and Tomato Analyzer’s
data.

Finally, UPOV+TA’s PCA correlates in its first component positively with “Fruit shape index external II” trait
and negatively to “General shape in cross section”. Second principal component correlates positively to
“Proximal indentation area” and negatively to “General shape in cross section”. Both principal components
explain the 27.20 and 18.18% of the total variation respectively.

According to the results, TA software is a tool to consider as a source for data collection for phenotyping and subsequent diversity analysis in persimmon fruits. Even when some of the accessions are very similar in fruit typology,
e.g. var. "Cioccolatino" and var. "Lampadina", or var. "Akuomankaki" and var. "Edoichi". However, we do not recommend not to use the UPOV’s descriptors for the morphological characterization of persimmon varieties, because
also evaluates parameters related to tree vigor and habit, sex expression of flowers or fruit damages as cracking, which are not evaluable by Tomato Analyzer software.
In conclusion, and in agreement with other studies performed in eggplant, pepper or tomato (Plazas et al., 2014; Figàs et al., 2015; Nankar et al., 2019), we have found that the combined utilization of UPOV descriptors and Tomato
Analyzer phenomic data is an interesting tool to study the diversity relationships in persimmon. The detailed characterization information on the germplasm collections will be useful for the crop enhancement, including the
conservation of genetic resources, selection and breeding.
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